The
Equestrian
Cluster in
Wallonia

Do not litter
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EquisFair was created in February 2019. We have
8 founding members and some fifty adhering
members which are active in various areas: feed,
breeding, infrastructure development, fences, care
products, biotechnology, pharmaceutical, communication, transport, event organization, applications…
Our Cluster is aimed at all companies, research and training entities,
academic bodies, equestrian federations, schools... as long as they
are linked to horses and Wallonia, BE. Our goal is to help all of these
players develop existing networks and create new partnerships in the
sector, at national and international levels.

Areas of strategical development :
Structuring the equestrian sector in Wallonia and developing activities which encourage exchanges.
Showcasing development resources and opportunities in
the Walloon region.
Taking advantage of the opportunities of the international
market, especially for high added-value products.
Deepening interactions with the biotech and mechanical
engineering sectors in order to develop and invest in Veterinary Technology.
Developing international collaborations and therefore encouraging foreign investment in Wallonia.
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The equestrian sector in Wallonia
Wallonia is the Southern French-speaking part of Belgium. As a region, we are home to over 130,000 horses
– meaning that there is one horse per 27 citizens.

Key figures of the sector in Wallonia

1,000,000,000
Sector turnover :
€1 billion per year

2,200
2,200 companies

131,000
131,000 equine animals in the
Walloon Region (403,000 in Belgium)

77,233
77,233 hectares (11%)
of agricultural land

6,600
Number of jobs :
6,600 direct and indirect jobs
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What is a cluster?
The term « cluster », in its economic meaning, refers to
a group of companies and stakeholders concentrated
in one place and work in the same sector. As you can
imagine, EquisFair focuses on the equestrian sector in
Wallonia.

Our founding members

Centre Européen du Cheval
de Mont-le-Soie

Moulin Georges
Hippoforme

Delhez Bois Clean Box

Haras Sonnenhof

EQ Science

Progenus

Revatis

Peter Müller
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FEED AND BEDDING

Hippoforme - Moulin Georges
Your horse deserves quality feed
Thanks to our experience and expertise, we have developed a full
range of Made in Belgium horse feed. Our ambition is to provide your
horses with quality feed. Within the HIPPOFORME range, you will find
feed adapted to all types of horses.
Delivery in bags, big-box or in bulk.
We also developed two ranges of supplementary feeds.
The KARA range contributes to your horse’s physical and mental wellbeing.
-KARAFLEX prevents deficiencies in the osteoarticular system and
maintains flexibility in joints.
- KARAFIT fills an essential need in Omega-3 fatty acids and therefore
helps maintain physical condition.
- KARAWIN participates in muscle development.
The GOLD range enhances recovery and physical condition in sport
horses.
- GOLD RECUPERATION restores the energy during periods of competitions or intense work.
- GOLD COMPETITION improves the physical condition and stamina
during periods of training or competition.
+32 87 31 07 84
info@hippoforme.be
www.hippoforme.be
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COUNSELLING AND SERVICES

Roland Quoidbach
Open configuration options
Roland Quoidbach is both an international eventing rider and a safety
coordinator specialised in equestrian projects.
Based in Julémont (Herve), in the province of Liège, Roland Quoidbach is a construction site safety coordinator.
10+ year experience in the construction sector, expertise, availability
and skills are Roland Quoidbach’s main assets. Working with private
individuals as well as professionals, he organises and coordinates
safety at all stages of your construction site.
Flexible, available, organised and attentive, he provides custom advice to ensure optimal safety throughout your site.
+32 474 76 45 75
rolandquoidbach@gmail.com
www.coordinateursecuritechantierquoidbach.be
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COUNSELLING AND SERVICES / FEED

Écuries d’Écaussines
Christophe Ameeuw is passionate about equestrian sports. He founded Écuries d’Écaussines in 1998, an extrordinary property in the
heart of Europe, with an excellent strategic location. His exceptional
infrastructures have reached international notoriety as they have become a hub for breeding, valorisation and sale of horses, as well as
training of high-level riders.
Écuries d’Écaussines is also the exclusive distributor of the Reverdy
brand in Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg. Developed and
produced near Mont-Saint-Michel (FR), Reverdy is a brand of excellence for equine nutrition, based on quality raw material.
Écuries d’Écaussines also founded Horse Pass, the first platform
for connecting sport horses buyers and sellers both in Europe and
throughout the world as well as The Auction, the first equestrian auction dedicated to sport horses.
+32 67 84 01 89
management@ecuecau.be
www.ecuries-ecaussinnes.com
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COUNSELLING AND SERVICES

Watinco
Whether amateur or professional, you know what risks are linked to
your equestrian activities. We have customised insurance solutions to
protect you.
We are an equestrian-only insurance broker. We can be of help when
it comes to:
·Protecting your investments in horses, infrastructure, equipment, professional vehicles
·Lower your horses medical bills in the absence of social security
·Fulfill your responsibilities as a professional or individual
·Protect you as a person in the event of bodily injury
+32 475 53 09 43
assurances@watinco.be
www.watinco.be
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BREEDING

Mont-le-Soie
The Centre Européen du Cheval was created in 2000. It stems from
the Government of the Walloon Region (Belgium). The goal of the association is to promote horses as an element of life and of identity
in the rural environment, be it through equine research in areas such
as locomotion, breeding, reproduction and selection or through sport,
tourism and training.
The Centre distinguishes itself as a beacon of excellence available to
breeders as well as sporting, scientific and economic stakeholders of
the equestrian sector.
The Walloon Region granted the non-profit association «Centre Européen du Cheval de Mont-le- Soie» an annual subsidy in the framework
of a global support towards equine breeding.
The Centre is in charge of many missions divided in two main areas:
I. Services to the sector
II. Research and Development.
On top of the financial means provided to the Centre as per the
framework convention, the Region expects that the Centre finances
its other goals- such as sports and tourism activities and supporting
companies- through its own resources.
+32 80 21 65 56
info@montlesoie.be
www.montlesoie.be
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BREEDING

EQstuds by EQscience
A breeding company on the cutting edge of technology located in the
heart of the Belgian Ardennes. Feel free to visit our website and have a
look at our embryos, foals and horses. We are at your service for suggestions or questions on our breeding activities via our contact form or
our Facebook page “EQstuds”. Enjoy!
+32 80 40 05 50
info@EQscience.com
www.eqstuds.eqscience.com
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BREEDING

Haras Sonnenhof
Sonnenhof Stud Farm consists in breeding ,training , competing and
selling high quality horses “ All the mares are registered with the main
Rhineland stud book. This successfull business is based in Saint-Vitth
in Belgium.
+32 471 64 29 75
info@sonnenhof.be
www.sonnenhof.be
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BREEDING

Studbook SBS
The non-profit SBS Studbook manages the studbook and promotion of the Belgian Sport Horse. One of the basic activities of the SBS
Studbook is to register the newborn foals under their dam and to provide as quickly as possible an official passport to every newly registered horse, in Belgium and abroad, as several SBS horses are bred in
the US, Canada and all-around Europe.
The stallion approval, better known as the “International Selection
Show”, is undoubtedly the most important event of the year for the
breeding of the SBS horse, because the future of the breed is intimately linked to the choice of sires. The SBS Studbook also (co)organizes
great breeding competitions.
Our Studbook also showcases the sporting achievements of SBS
horses by posting them on our website www.sbsnet.be and on our
Facebook page. The paper magazine called “Le cheval de sport
belge/Het belgisch sportpaard”, published bi-monthly both in French
and Dutch, is sent to all our members to keep them updated on all
things related to the SBS horse, including breeders’ interviews, articles, tech, vet tips and more.
A studbook close to its breeders, to support them in their administrative procedures and in the promotion of their products!
+32 81 33 06 60
sbs@sbsnet.be
www.sbsnet.be
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BREEDING

Haras de Niaster
Haras de Niaster breeds Spanish Thoroughbred horses with qualities
for high-level dressage.
+32 495 29 86 00
info@harasdeniaster.be
www.harasdeniaster.be
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HORSE GEAR

Kevin Bacon’s
Kevin Bacon’s is a family business that has been making a 100% laurel
hoof dressing artisanally since 1984. Kevin Bacon’s hoof dressing provides all the elements necessary for the good functioning of the hoof
capsule and keeps your horses’ feet in perfect condition.
Over the years, close cooperation amongst researchers, farriers, veterinarians, and other professional contacts in the horse world has enabled us to develop a range of products with proven effectiveness.
The excellent qualities of the raw materials that we have chosen to use
in designing and making our products very quickly give visible results.
The Kevin Bacon’s brand is recognised internationally. Indeed, our product range is well known to many horse lovers who are attuned to the
difference that good care makes and it is widely used in professional circles by renowned trainers, riders, and breeders in France, the
United Kingdom, Belgium, Germany, the Netherlands, Austria, Finland,
Denmark, Luxembourg, Spain, Sweden, Italy, Switzerland, Japan, the
United Arab Emirates, Canada, the United States, Croatia, South Korea,
New Zealand, and so on.
Kevin Bacon, the universally-appreciated international show jumper
who also goes by the moniker of the “Flying Australian”, decided to
lend his name to our developing company, but that was already thirty
years ago!
+32 476 86 22 04
kevinbacons@kevinbacons.com
www.kevinbacons.com
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HORSE GEAR

Compositi – Polymar
Polymar is a family business specialised in the field of plastic injection
moulding.
At the beginning of the ‘90s, POLYMAR decided to create a range of
horse-specific products and launched the Compositi brand. Over the
years, Compositi has become one of the leading specialists in technical polymer stirrups and offers today efficient equipment combining
style, comfort and technicality at an unparalleled price-quality ratio.
+32 67 21 13 98
contact@mycompositi.be
www.mycompositi.com
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INFRASTRUCTURE

Bruno Ierace
Over time, our firm specialised in the area of equestrian projects.
We help future builders
- in their search for suitable land
- in their search for constructions combining equestrian and aesthetical functionalities
- in all their administrative procedures, including regularization of infringement situations
- in all their technical procedures
+32 4 360 95 00
arch.ierace@gmail.com
www.archionweb.be/Public/Architect/5627
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INFRASTRUCTURE

Cofim Equestrian Real Estate
Over these past few years, Cofim has carried out numerous transactions without the Belgian equestrian world and earned the trust of
private individuals as well as Belgian and foreign trainers and leading
figures.
“To us, the most important thing is to support the equestrian sector in
Belgium. To do so, we support the development of a few riders and
promote foreign investments in Belgium through the EquisFair cluster”
says Nathalie Berleur, manager at Cofim.
From residential properties to bigger infrastructures or off-market
sales, which are discreet and without publicity, Cofim is your key
partner if you intend to buy or sell equestrian or agricultural real estate
or a business.
Our multidisciplinary staff will help you assess, negotiate, sell/buy and
develop your assets (estate or business) and offers a tailored service at
national and international level.
Thanks to its 20 years of presence in this market, Cofim will be your
privileged partner.
IPI- certified real estate agent N° 100.847 - 511.439
Intermediary in sale of companies
+32 2 895 32 97
info@cofim.be
www.cofim.be
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INFRASTRUCTURE

FlexiFloor
Our company FLEXIFLOOR SRL specialises in the sale and laying of
shock absorbing floors (playgrounds, fitness, resin gravels, garage
floors etc.) One of the subdivisions of this company, EQUIFLOOR, is
exclusively dedicated to the equestrian world.
Our range of products includes floors for your stalls, stables, walkers,
aisles and corridors, paddocks, showering and grooming areas, as
well as for your vans, trailers, ramps and wall shells. Equifloor
+32 470 48 11 24
vf@flexifloor.be
www.equifloor.be
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INFRASTRUCTURE

Peter Müller
Wooden fencing should be durable and sturdy and also blend in well
with its environment. This is why we construct robust and lasting fencing that meet the needs of even the most powerful of animals, especially through our brand called DuraFence. This high-quality production allows us to meet the most challenging requirements.
+32 80 34 81 06
Avec Peter Müller, conﬁgurez votre clôture en bois selon vos
besoins, vos exigences et les particularités de votre terrain.
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kurt.faymonville@petermueller.be
www.petermueller.be

INFRASTRUCTURE

Horse’s Line
Horse’s Line specialises in the design and equipment of horse facilities. We listen to the needs of our clients and their horses, all of your
projects can be custom-made.
We also offer a wide range of standardized stalls, available in large
quantities and with quick delivery.
Everything you need to equip your stalls, tack rooms, fields and arenas
is waiting for you at Horse’s Line.
Constantly on the lookout for innovation, Horse’s Line developed its
own range of showjumping equipment which meets the needs of professionals at very attractive prices.
+32 71 81 59 69
jarek@horsesline.com
www.horsesline.com
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TACK ROOM AND STABLES DESIGN

Cavalo Concept
Cavalo Concept is a Belgian company born from the cooperation
between a rider and a carpenter. With a passion for improving the
well-being of the horse and its rider, this high tech company offers
you:
• Customized and top-of-the-line tack rooms with ventilation and a
unique low temperature heating
system for good leather conservation
• Fully customizable grooming boxes and flight cases for your travels
• An infrared and UV solarium with ventilation, chromo therapy and
integrated Bluetooth speakers
The materials used are of the utmost quality and respectful of the environment.
Always attentive to its customers, Cavalo Concept studies your facilities and plans to improve their aesthetics and optimize their operation.
To make your facility a unique place that reflects your image ...
You dream it, we do it !
+32 80 44 62 26
info@cavaloconcept.be
www.cavaloconcept.be
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STABLES EQUIPMENT

Micro-Pelle
The Micro-pelle® company designs and manufactures micro-crawlers
aimed at improving working conditions. These micro-machines are
sized in order to be easily manageable, reliable and easy to handle.
Thanks to their 30+ accessories, Micro-pelle® and Micro-bull® machines can adapt to all tasks: cleaning stalls, excavating, crushing or
tillage. Equestrian centres will therefore be able to use such devices to
clean stalls, sweep alleyways, dig holes for fences, move straw bales,
clean piles of sand around the arenas and maintaining the surroundings of the centre in general.
+32 474 241 044
info@123carlens.com
www.123carlens.com
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DIGITAL

Ekism
Ekism helps you develop your digital communication with customised
services.
Manage your animals on a daily basis with the EKISM ID application.
Identity card, Origins,Chip No., equipment size, feed, checklist, training
and care program, dashboard with budget monitoring.
Invite your contacts to join EKISM ID and SHARE your pets’ information
with your connections. EKISM PRO - First directory with geolocation
100% dedicated to the equestrian world . Complete directory of all
health practitioners, Links to federations, dressage and driving tests,
Announcements, Events calendar, Advice: equipment, care, health
and nutrition, EKISM advantages EKISM Equestrian Centers - Stay
connected to the stable Activities and news of the equestrian center,
Availability of infrastructures, Registration for competitions,
Walks with geolocation, Push message and notification, EKISM advantages and announcements A free basic version for any club or private
team.
EKISM EVENT - First platform 100% dedicated to events in the equestrian world .
Practical information, Program, Live - Results - Route, Exhibitors Partners - Sponsors, Push messages
and notifications, EKISM advantages
+32 483 07 56 59
info@ekism.com
www.ekism.com
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DIGITAL

Equideo
With over 310,000 subscribers on Facebook, Instagram and Youtube, the Equideo channel is now an unmissable medium of the
French-speaking world.
Equideo’s editorial line focuses more than ever on the health and
wellbeing of both horses and riders in all their activities. Breeders,
owners, riders, goods or services providers... All equestrian
stakeholders consider these topics to be key issues.
In order to meet international demand, Equideo will offer all of its
reports in English and German in a few months.
+352 671 882 350
info@equideo.be
www.equideo.be
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DIGITAL

Kataklop
Create your own online stables, whether they are real or virtual, and manage your passion for horses thanks to the Kataklop platform! It’s very simple: one card per rider or
per horse.
Please note that, in order to create your stables, you need at least one rider card and
one horse card!
After that, you can add as many cards as you want!
Once you have created your stables, you will access several features:
- Management of horses, riders, infrastructure, trainings, camps and other events
(bookings and electronic payments integrated for professional users).
- Reminders and monitoring of your horses work and care plan.
- Get help in the organization of your stables and be aware of how important monitoring
your actions is thanks to cumulative points you can win while using the platform!
- Turn these points into Decathlon vouchers and live your passion even more intensely!

No matter your riding level or how involved you are in your club, Kataklop is the ideal tool
to meet the needs of any horse lover, which means you too!

Indeed, Kataklop is there for you if you :
- Want to create “virtual” stables with the horses you know and get together with your
friends in order to manage the stables together, as a game.
- Own or rent a horse and want to enjoy a user-friendly tool which gathers all of the
information about your horse and your passion in order to remember everything.
- Are a stables manager taking care of dozens of horses while being responsible for
the handling of the infrastructure on a self-service basis, your trainings, camps, shows,
organized trails…

See you soon on Kataklop, your passion’s manager!

+32 68 86 04 23
gti@kataklop.com
www.kataklop.com
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INSTITUTIONS OF THE SECTOR

Association Wallonne de
Tourisme Équestre asbl
A.W.T.E was created in 2001 by active members of FFE (Francophone
Horse Riding and Driving Federation) and was immediately recognized by the Government Tourism Advisory Service (CGT) within the
framework of hosting tourists via horse-riding, carriage driving and cycling activities, as well as protecting the heritage of paths for riders
and the sustainable development of our forests.
The goals of AWTE are:
* showcase the sector of equestrian accommodations through a quality label called Relais Equestre de Wallonie and the creation of thematic itineraries and routes.
* increase awareness and protect the heritage of equestrian paths in
the 5 Walloon provinces of
Belgium.
* take part in debates about sustainable management of our forests
and the role of horse riders within them.
To offer more and more new adventures, AWTE now gathers over 50
equestrian destiations from Picardy Wallonia to eastern Belgium, all
close to France, Luxembourg and Germany.
+32 71 81 82 92
contactez-nous@awte.be
www.awte.be
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INSTITUTIONS OF THE SECTOR

Ecole Provinciale d’Elevage et
d’Equitation de Gesves
The Provincial Breeding and Horse Riding School of Gesves offers training to horse-related occupations, in full immersion, in order for students to be fully acquainted with the professional equestrian
world (secondary full time and part-time teaching - CEFA). The aims of
the training are :
- By the end of the 6th year, receiving a qualification certificate as a
«Horse-related occupations
agent», a school-leaving certificate as well as ADEPS- LEWB diplomas
- By the end of the 7th year (complementary year in horse riding teaching), receiving a Highschool Certificate (CESS), a certificate linked to
training in basic management as well as further ADEPSLEWB diplomas
+32 81 77 67 50
secretariat.epeeg@province.namur.be
www.epeeg.be
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INSTITUTIONS OF THE SECTOR

Fédération Francophone
d’Équitation et d’Attelage
The Francophone Horse Riding and Driving Federation (FFE) unites all
horse and donkey lovers: they are FFE members. Places and associations which join the FFE are called “hippoclubs”.
The goal of the FFE is to offer good equestrian basics to as many people
as possible: transmitting traditional skills while being informed by modern discoveries and knowledge.
All “disciplines” are allowed: amazon riding, driving, archery, packing, Camargue, military cavalry, coaching, neck rope, eventing, skidding, dressage, endurance, ethology, equility, hippotherapy, jousting, showjumping, polo, excursions on horseback, horseback riding, ride & bike, ride
& run, ski jeering, showing, TREC, hunting, vaulting, western riding…
FFE competitions often have a didactical purpose. FFE members are
not competitors but rather partners. At FFE, solidarity is put forward. Animal welfare is a priority. If a misconduct is reported, the FFE can send a
mediator to offer solutions in order to improve the situation.
The FFE represents equestrian users (riders, drivers, people accompanying packed equine animals…) before the authorities in order for them
to be taken into account in the Rules of the Road as well as in mobility
planning. The FFE also aims at preserving nature and conserving the
heritage of hiking routes (often historical ones), inns, public fountains…
The FFE promotes equestrian tourism, an eco-friendly and people-friendly means of transportation that mostly has local economic benefits.
+32 81 39 06 40
asbl@ffe.be
www.ffe.be
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INSTITUTIONS OF THE SECTOR

Ligue Équestre
Wallonie Bruxelles
The Equestrian League Wallonia Brussels (LEWB) manages all equestrian sports, from leisure riders to World, Olympic and Paralympic
Champions. It is the only equestrian federation recognised by the
General Sports Administration of the Wallonia-Brussels Sports Ministry. Created on September 1st, 2000, it is the French-speaking wing
of FRBSE. Gathering more than 42,000 members and more than 750
clubs , LEWB is the fourth federation, all sports included, within the
Wallonia-Brussels federation. The Equestrian League Wallonia-Brussels (LEWB) manages all equestrian sports, from leisure riders to World,
Olympic and Paralympic Champions. Besides the three Olympic disciplines (jumoing, dressage, eventing and Paralympic dressage), LEWB
also manages F.E.I.- recognized disciplines such as carriage driving, endurance and vaulting. The League’s scope also include other equestrian
competitive activities such as American riding, horse-ball, pony games
and TREC. Beyond the competition aspect per se, LEWB also manages
the Tourism sector of the Wallonia-Brussels Federation as well as the
pedagogical sector and all trainings linked to horse riding. Pedagogy
includes certificates of capability, trainings of sports administrators as
well as the labelling of clubs.
LEWB focuses on detecting young talents in olympic disciplines thanks
to its «Equicadets» programme. Furthermore, we support clubs through
a pedagogical quality label in which Adeps-certified instructors teach
their students in a safe and kind manner.
For more information, find us on Facebook (lewb.be), Instagram (@
lewb_officiel) and via our online video channel : www.lewb.tv
+32 83 23 40 70
info@lewb.be
www.lewb.be
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HEALTH

BiopTis
BiopTis is a Spin-off from the University of Liège and aims at improving equestrian health and performance by working with two research
centers associated to the University of Liège. It diagnoses and treats
immunity transfer deficiencies between a mare and its foal. Moreover, BiopTis commercialises analysis kits for laboratories and owns a
licence on a soluble form of curcumin.
+32 80 21 65 56
www.bioptis.com
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HEALTH

Hyssani
Hyssani is a young brand of care products for horses. Our solid soaps
are both sustainable and efficient. The range of 4 soaps is made of natural oils, without palm oil, without plastic packaging, without conservatives or arttificial colours and is vegan.
+32 4 76 21 16 28
hallo@hyssani.be
www.hyssani.be
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HEALTH

Progenus
Coming from academic research, Progenus has been acquiring, for
more than 20 years, solid experience in DNA analysis in animals.
With horsehair, we can determine the genetic fingerprint of your
horses in order to certify their identity and filiation in compliance with
ISAG recommendations while meeting ISO 17025 obligations.
Progenus offers a wide range of analysis that allow you to detect genetic diseases and markers such as the coat colour.
Most of our experts are active in research project development. Together, we can also develop tests according to your needs.
+32 81 61 69 01
info@progenus.be
www.progenus.be
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HEALTH

RevaTis
Revatis is a Spin-off from the University of Liège. It was created in 2013
and is dedicated to regenerative medicine and cell therapy.
The growth of Revatis is supported by its innovative and patented
technology to obtain pluripotent adult mesenchymal stem cells from
a minimally invasive muscle micro-biopsy
The company focuses mainly on horses but also owns a licence in
human medicine.
+32 84 84 02 30
info@revatis.com
www.revatis.com
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HEALTH

WPB Group
A balm with a story...
It all started with a veterinarian, a chemist (specialised in plants and essential oils) and
a rider who needed care for his horse: that’s me. My name is Gaetan Vanwaeyenberge
and on that day of 1995, my horse left the vet with a dressing and a balm to apply on
the wound. This “famous” balm was called Warendorf’s balm. In view of the speed of
healing and the benefits of this product, I tried to convince my vet to let me carry out its
distribution on a larger scale as I was already working as a sales representative in the
equine field.... It took him 6 months to finally accept the deal. So here I was, in 1996, with
my small suitcase and some boxes in the trunk of my car, ready to start prospecting and
distributing in Belgium. The story unfolded: veterinarians, saddleries, distributors... until

Produits 100 % naturel

the death of the veterinarian in 2006. A dilemma then arose: should I buy the formula

Made in Belgium

and continue the development internationally or let this recipe disappear with him? The
decision was quickly made. Little by little, we organised ourselves in order to take part
in fairs, be present on the main competitions, find riders willing to be our ambassadors,
carry out the anti-doping tests, convince international riders of the balm’s benefits, enter
www.wpbgroup.eu

the world of racing (trot — gallop) … And in the end, sales increased significantly, the
product was beginning to be known - and above all recognised!
Thus, in 2006, the Belgian company WPBGroup was born. Now, after more than 25 years
on the market, it has been shown and demonstrated that Warendorf Balm is effective for
skin and healing issues. It is the essential product for your horse in the following cases:
Scrapes - Wounds - Cracks - Saddle sores, Girths and harness frictions - Hooves cracks
and splits - Mud fever - Summer dermatitis/ Sweet itch - Sarcoid and Warts. In the majority of cases, hair regrows in its original colour.
We have always kept a very attractive selling price compared to the other products on
the market. There are three packages: 100 ml, 250 ml and 500 ml. With Warendorf Balm
in your pharmacy, you will save up to 200 euros !

+32 486 87 30 76
info@wpbgroup.eu
www.wpbgroup.eu
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HEALTH

UVmastercare
UV-C decontamination is efficient against EHVI, but not only...
Salmonella, Clostridium difficile, Streptococcus equi, Escherichia
coli, SARM, Pseudomonas aerugi-nosa…make daily decontamination
procedures complex and onerous.
Our team, based at Liège Science Park (Belgium), developed a radical decontamination solution through UVC that is certified by independent laboratories : UVmastercare.
It is efficient against viruses, bacteria and fungi and can be used in hospital, labs, dentist’s and doctor’s surgeries as well as veterinary clinics.
Our UVC disinfection device facilitates and optimizes daily aseptic
procedures.
Why use UVC ?
With a wavelength of 254 nm, UVC produced by our Amalgam lamps,
with a high power of 2x172w, are quickly absorbed by the ARN of the
pathogen which leads to its destruction.
Why use UVmastercare as a vet or in the equine field?
This system is very easy to use and safe, without chemicals. You only
have to place both UVC lamps in the space you wish to decontaminate. It only takes a few minutes to disinfect a 20m² room.
Our solution disinfects the air, surfaces and ground of closed spaces in
a few minutes. Its proven efficiency guarantees a 99,99% disinfection.
The risk of cross-contamination between two consultations is now significantly reduced.
+32 42 68 11 54
info@uvmastercare.com
www.uvmastercare.com
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HEALTH

Alcyon Belux
Alcyon Belux is an ASSOCIATION of veterinarians, created by vets and
100% owned by vets. One of Alcyon’s main activities is the distribution
logistics of animal medicines, equipment and feed.
4530 Villers-le-Bouillet (BE)
+32 4 338 34 90
www.alcyonbelux.be
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HEALTH

Medical Imagery
Specialized in many CT scanners projects
Not only to handle and move with original tools but also some renting
and design of particular devices and so on. Medical Imagery helped
Siemens Belgium install the first CT scanner for horses in Belgium
at Liege University. We also realized modular building to install CT
scanners for interim periods in a confortable working space.
Since 2014, our company offers completely automatic supports to
perform CT scanner examinations on horses (or other large animals)
without anesthesia or completely asleep to perform surgical procedures.
+32 80 86 36 12
d.bultot@medicalimagery.be
www.medicalimagery.be

HEALTH - CARE - HYGIENE

Geode
GEODE has been active since 1996 in the formulation, manufacturing
and packaging of care and hygiene products for horses.
+32 4 75 63 18 36
olivierheine@geodechemicals.com
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PRESS

HIPPOnews
HIPPOnews was created in 1972 and is currently the only Belgian
equestrian magazine published in French. It was originally an equestrian tourism magazine but, over the years, it has become a magazine
for all horses aficionados: recreational riders, breeders, and horse lovers in general.
It has regular sections called “What’s new?”, “Trail riding”, “Driving”,
“Trails”, “Dressage” as well as new ones : “Just out”, “Breeding”, “Psychology”, “Juniors”, “Breeds”, “Draft horses”, “Donkeys”, “Recreational activities calendar”. Soon will also be included activities from the Federations and other equestrian bodies. HIPPOnews is published on paper
6 times a year, every odd month, and in its digital version the other
months. The subscription is €32 for Belgium to be paid on the account
BE67 0004 2212 3687 (€48 for other countries).
+32 474 94 15 86
redaction@hipponews.be
www.hipponews.be
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TOURISM

Chariot à fondue
Ecotourism in rural areas!
« Chariot à fondue – Ardenne Trait Gourmande » is the first horse wagon in which you can eat a cheese fondue in Belgium!
2014 Winner of the Tourism & Innovation prize of Luxembourg Province…
Let’s travel responsibly in natural areas which help preserve the environment…
Discover the rich forested landscapes and cultural heritage of the municipalities of Daverdisse,
Bièvre, Paliseul – and meet their inhabitants.
Come and enjoy our delicious terroir dishes…
Where thoughts minimize distances between where products are
bought.
Let’s eat locally!
This is the challenge that Joffrey and Laetitia, their children and the
Traits de l’Almache decided to take up some time ago thanks to the
energy of horses!
Let yourself be carried away in their gourmet tours through the seasons…
+32 495 21 53 78
chariotafondue@gmail.com
www.chariotafondue.com
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TRANSPORT

Horse Inn by Liege Airport
Horse Inn, especially built for Liege Airport, accomodates more
than 3,000 transitting horses each year, whether they travel by road
or by plane.
+32 4 270 20 27
horseinn@lachs.be
www.horse-inn-liege.com
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HORSE EQUIPMENT + BREEDING

GR - Horses
Open configuration options
GR-Horses activities are twofold : « C.H. Stables » on the one hand
and, on the other hand, the exclusive representation of the Stübben
brand for Belgium and the Grand-Duchy of Luxemburg
C.H. Stables are located in Trois-Ponts (BE) where the jumping horses
we breed grow up in peace while being handled and get to socialize
very early on.
Our aim is to offer quality horses. We work with each horse in a mindset of respect, following their pace of learning in order to allow them to
best show their potential in the future. We are also available for owners
willing to have their horses broken or worked on.
Where tradition meets modernity... Stübben has been connecting riders and horses all over the world since 1894.
They offer high-quality materials that aid high-quality sports performance. They are proud that today they can offer almost endless custom solutions for every individual case.
Thanks to his training as a Saddle Fitter and its 10-year experience
in selling custom-made saddles, Raphaël Gille manages the representation of the Stübben brand for Belgium and the Grand-Duchy of
Luxemburg.
Raphaël Gille will help you with saddle fitting and with any other information on Stübben products.
+32 4 95 30 57 20
info@apm-be.com
www.facebook.com/stuebbenbelgium
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TRANSPORT
Vans et remorques de première classe

Garage DOCQUIER Theux
087/53.00.73 – info@garagedocquier.be

Garage Docquier
Caroline and Jean-Christophe DOCQUIER have been working since
1999 as salespeople in Theux, BE. They manage the family company
with 5 employees and have over 20 years of experience in the automotive field.
Passionate about horses, they naturally started selling horse transportation vehicles, on top of receiving specific requests from their clients
about professional trailers.
This is how the Böckmann adventure started a few years ago. And in
2022, they became the only Böckmann Center in Belgium!
On-demande configurations: horse trucks for 1,5-2-3 horses, slant
load…
Product quality, rigor and strictness are the values which they share
with Böckmann, a company created in Germany in 1956.
They are proud to represent this renowned brand and are at the service of private individuals as well as professionals.
+32 87 53 00 73
info@garagedocquier.be
www. www.facebook.com/garagedocquiertheux
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Supporting members
European Horse Services
Active in horse transport for 30 years - they offer their clients an «all in»
service all around the world.
www.ehs.be

Equi-Med
Distribution of feed, feed supplements and care products.
Counselling in horse nutrition and management.
www.equi-med.be

Equiwood Sellerie
Online saddlery available through an app.
www.equiwoodsellerie.com

Horse Development
Marketing agency for companies of the equine industry.
www.horse-development.fr

VIT travel
Destination Management Company, tailor-made programmes,
customised service.
www.vit.travel

Equidogphysio
Mercedes - Equidogphysio is a certified, FEI-accredited equine and canine physiotherapist.
www.equidogphysio.be

Group S
Social management at the service of businesses and self-employed
workers.
info@groups.be
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For further information,
find us:
On Facebook, Instagram and Linkedin @EquisFair
At www.equisfair.be

Any questions?
info@equisfair.be
+32 80 21 65 56

Do not litter
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